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Annette Dueck is an associate practising in the Corporate/Securities Group in Stikeman Elliott’s
Vancouver office. She has a comprehensive practice in commercial law transactions for clients in heavily
regulated industries. Her primary focus is deal structuring, regulatory compliance and board governance
in the financial services sector.
Annette’s extensive experience in regulatory law includes regulated and unregulated services, including
compliance and capital matters. She also has a keen appreciation of her clients’ technology issues and
the regulatory environment in which financial institutions use data. Her provincial and federal regulatory
expertise is sought by both the private sector and the regulatory agencies. She advises clients on
customer-facing practices, payments and card services, privacy and analytics compliance, as well as
expansion into Canada, ongoing general compliance and strategic capital matters.
During the progression of her practice, Annette has been advising domestic and foreign banks, federal
and provincial trust companies, domestic and foreign insurers and reinsurers, brokers and agencies,
payments and cards service providers, and central and retail credit unions. She has provided regulatory
expertise on many acquisitions, continuances and divestitures by financial institutions and their
subsidiaries in both the mutual and non-mutual sectors. She is valued by clients for her success in
achieving federal and provincial approvals on leading and transformative transactions. Her advice has
been instrumental in federal and inter-jurisdictional structuring and regulatory matters for the wholesale
and retail sectors of the credit union system. One public example is the historic combination of BC Central
and Ontario Central to form Central 1 in their transaction valued at C$8B.

Legal Posts
The following posts are available on Stikeman.com:


British Columbia’s Review of Financial Institutions Legislation: Impact on the Insurance Sector

Background
Annette clerked at the Supreme Court of British Columbia 1985-1986.
Annette has lectured on insurance regulation and banking law at the University of British Columbia
Faculty of Law and participated in the proceedings of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law concerning electronic data interchange and credit transfers.
Annette holds the Osgoode Certificate in Regulatory Compliance and Legal Risk Management for
Financial Institutions from York University. Annette also holds MIT certificates in professional education on
Big Data, Fintech and on Quantum Computing.
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Education
University of British Columbia (LL.B. 1985).

Bar Admission
British Columbia, 1987
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